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Sales are beginning to slow as Mintel estimates growth for
the vitamins, minerals, and supplements market in 2017.

Consumer struggles with trust, cost, and the shopping
experience are a challenge to the category, although many

still believe in the benefits of these products. To best
position themselves, category players should emphasize
natural qualities, transparency, and online sales to drive

growth.

This report looks at the following areas:

• Category is growing, though at slower rates
• Several purchase factors are at play making purchase decisions challenging
• Trust and expense are barriers despite benefit perceptions
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Wide variety of product claims lessen the impact

Positive health perceptions don’t always outweigh barriers

Gummies are a nice-to-have rather than must-have

Most adults take a VMS and do so daily
Figure 16: VMS product usage and frequency, June 2017
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Stores should address frustrations to avoid missed sales

Purchase habits should be leveraged for greater loyalty

Online shopping a natural fit for VMS, should be emphasized
Figure 20: VMS shopping experience, June 2017
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Figure 21: VMS shopping experience, agree, by age, June 2017

Opportunity to increase spend among Hispanics
Figure 22: VMS shopping experience, agree, by Hispanic origin, June 2017
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Online reviews have supplemental, but notable, influence in purchases
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In their words: VMS product selection

Category confusion drives interest in a variety of claims
Figure 26: VMS claims perceptions, June 2017

Purchase influencers impact claim perceptions

Product Usage and Frequency

Shopping Experience

Purchase Influencers

Claims Perceptions
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Figure 27: Select claims perceptions, by select purchase influencers – Any rank (net), July 2017

Adults aged 55+ more persuaded by specific needs than general health
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Doctor recommended not as persuasive for Hispanics
Figure 29: Select VMS claims perceptions, by Hispanic origin, June 2017
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Users report satisfaction with current products

Younger adults report higher pill fatigue; trouble remembering to take
Figure 33: Attitudes towards vitamins, minerals, and supplements, by age, June 2017

Hispanics hold higher category trust
Figure 34: Attitudes towards vitamins, minerals, and supplements, by Hispanic origin, June 2017

Not a must-have, yet gummies do offer a nice break from pills

Flavor doesn’t determine gummy purchase decisions
Figure 35: Perceptions of gummies, June 2017

Younger adults embrace the fun and taste of gummies
Figure 36: Perceptions of gummies, by age, June 2017

Hispanic consumers more positive towards gummies
Figure 37: Perceptions of gummies, by Hispanic origin, June 2017
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Figure 41: Total US retail sales of vitamins, minerals, and supplements, by channel, at current prices, 2012-16
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